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MONTAJES SACEKON S.L. (hereinafter called SACEKON), establishes its Management Policy within the framework of
the development of its activity in the industrial sector and more specifically in:
Scaffolding design and assembly
SACEKON has as priority objectives:


Understand the current and future needs and expectations of our stakeholders, and specifically meet the
requirements of our customers and progressively go above their expectations.



Provide an adequate internal work environment, so that all personnel are involved in the company's
objectives, as well as in overcoming their skills, competencies, training and efficiency.



Keep as main guideline of the company the progressive achievement of continuous improvement in our
activities, both in quality focused on the attention and satisfaction of our customers, in our environmental
management making a better use of resources as well as in the participation of all our personnel to improve
working conditions in occupational health and safety.

This Management Policy is established by SACEKON Management, with the commitment of:


Offer quality in its activity, understanding by quality the participation and commitment of all those who
constitute the organization in order to meet the needs and expectations of all our stakeholders.



Comply with the applicable current legislation at all times, of any requirement that is subscribed and, as far as
possible, anticipate the legal provisions of future appearance.



Establish the necessary mechanisms to prevent damage and deterioration of the health of our workers,
pollution in the development of our activity and the rational use of different energy resources.



Continuously improve the management, effectiveness and performance of the Management System, which
implies the management of the necessary means so that the Management Policy is known, understood and
implemented at the appropriate levels of the organization.



Achieve as a general objective, obtain by our customers a perception of their satisfaction that is consistent
with the fulfillment of their needs by our company.

SACEKON has designed a Management System and is committed to maintaining and updating it with the appropriate
periodicity, spreading its Management Policy to all its employees, suppliers and subcontractors, as well as keeping it
available to all stakeholders in general.
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